Glacier National Park

GOING-TO-THE-SUN ROAD
This spectacular roadway cuts through the heart of the park, offering access to backcountry trailheads and astounding views.

NORTH FORK VALLEY
Rough dirt roads lead to this haven of grassy meadows, isolated lakes and regenerated forest, ideal for those seeking solitude and backcountry trails and campgrounds.

LAKE MCDONALD VALLEY
Near the western entrance, the park’s largest lake provides a serene setting for boaters, easily accessible trails, and cross-country skiing in winter.

MANY GLACIER VALLEY
This region – perhaps the best place in the park to access the remaining glaciers, view wildlife and experience the full mix of the park’s scenery – is anchored by one of Glacier’s signature lodges.

ST MARY VALLEY
With the Great Plains just on the other side of imposing mountain peaks, which tower over a strikingly colored lake, this valley marks the eastern end of the iconic Going-to-the-Sun Rd.

LOGAN PASS
Breathtaking panoramic vistas and two of the park’s best hikes leave from this pass at the pinnacle of the Going-to-the-Sun Rd atop the Continental Divide.

TWO MEDICINE VALLEY
No less beautiful, though less visited than other sections of the park, the imposing peaks and backcountry vistas of this valley are closely intertwined with Native American legends.